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Intro

Welcome to the Electronic Music 
Production course specially 
developed for you to learn the basic 
essentials to create your very own 
electronic music! 

The course trains you to use your 
laptop or computer to create music 
anywhere, quickly, simply and without 
previous knowledge. You will acquire 
an understanding of sound design 
using synthesizers and learn how to 
use a digital audio workstation (DAW). Now you will have the chance to use real synthesizers 
and state of the art audio equipment. Plus you will find lots of free software for you to practise 
at home.

The course goes into the theory behind music production while focusing on having plenty of 
“hands on” experience. You will also benefit from the full support of your qualified trainer. The 
course does not require that you have any previous experience as it is designed for 
beginners, but it should also have something to offer for more advanced producers.

Each workshop comprises a theoretical lecture followed by practical exercises. Each week 
you will be given a practical assignment and short theoretical test so that you may assess 
your own progress. You are encouraged to make the most of the equipment in the lab and 
learn what each knob and parameter does.

In order to make the most of this course you should attend each workshop, review your notes 
and take part in practical exercises, including your practical assignments. Above all you must 
feel passionate about your music. There are millions of amazing things to learn and countless 
resources and information online such as ebooks or youtube tutorials. The limit is the sky!

*Note: You will be required to bring your own laptop, headphones, and have basic 
English skills to do this course.
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Music theory

A great deal has been written on this topic, and one could dedicate a lifetime to its study. 
However, our goal will be to get to grips with some of the most basic ideas and use them in 
our practical work. This chapter will look at the concepts of rhythm, melody, chords and 
harmony, as well as identifying the different parts of a song. Bear in mind that what you are 
about to read are only rough guidelines and that ultimately you can do whatever you want 
with your music. The idea is to learn the rules before breaking them (if you must).

Rhythms are sequences of transient sounds that are arranged in time with a given tempo. 
The rhythm is at the heart of electronic music, providing it with a solid structural foundation. 

Most music we hear on commercial charts has a 4/4 time signature, meaning it has four beats 
to each bar. Waltz music has 3/4 time signature (three beats per bar) and in jazz or breakcore 
we can find other less common time signatures. 

We can produce rhythms by using prerecorded drum samples, or by sequencing MIDI events 
that trigger off a drum machine, or a drum machine VST. In music production, tempo, or 
speed of a rhythm, is determined by the BPM (beats per minute). The BPM is one of the most 
defining characteristics of a genre. A typical hip-hop track may have a tempo of 90 BPM, 
house, or big beat's tempo is around 120 BPM, 140 BPM is common for dubstep or trance, 
for drum and bass it's about 170 BPM.

Fast rhythms evoke excitement in the listener (imagine a car chase scene in a film with a 
frenetic percussion sound track). In contrast, slower rhythms tend to evoke more relaxed 
emotions; for instance some down-tempo hip-hop beat. 

Think of your own heart beat: it's slow when you are dreamy or relaxed, but speeds up when 
you are excited or nervous.

Chords or triads occur when three or more musical notes are played simultaneously. Major 
chords tend to sound strong and energetic while minor chords seem more melancholic or 
insightful. 

Try playing the following chords. Both are Cs,  but can you tell which is major and which is 
minor? Which one would you use for a happy song? What about a sad love song?
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Consonance occurs when our  brain 
perceives two or more simultaneously 
played notes as pleasing. The 
opposite of consonance is 
dissonance, and we perceive 
dissonance as being somewhat non 
musical. Try experimenting on a 
keyboard. You will hear dissonance by 
playing any note and its adjacent note 
at the same time. However, try playing 
any key at the same time as you play 
the 12th key to the left or right of that 
key and you will hear consonance.

Now experiment pressing other pairs 
of keys and decide whether they 
sound well together.

Some sequences of chords work better than others and many songs have identical chord 
progressions. In fact, songwriters have long studied which ones work and which don't. Chords 
that share a note in common make strong progressions.

Try playing some of the chords from the chord chart, and decide which chords work well 
together.

Google the chords for a couple of songs you like and play them on  a keyboard or guitar. If 
not, program them in a MIDI sequencer.

A melody or tune is a rhythmical sequence of notes that are perceived as a single entity. The 
melody of a song is perhaps the most memorable part and the one you can whistle along to. 
Melodies work in conjunction with chord progressions and often coincide tonally with what's 
being sung. In electronic music, the melody can be played on the lead synth sound. At its 
simplest, a melody is a hook, or the shortest most memorable part of a song. Melodies tend to 
start and return to a root note which coincides with the chords that accompany it.

Form is another important aspect of a track as it deals with how the track is structured. We 
should differentiate between intro, verse, chorus, bridge, drop, bridge, build up, outro, and get 
used to working with them once we structure our track. These different parts of a song will 
provide contrast and different energy levels, and make our music more interesting.

An intro is the start of the song. In electronic genres the DJ will use the intro for adjusting the 
tempo of a track so that it matches the track that is already playing. This process is called is 
called cueing and Djs might find longer intros desirable, because they make their job easier. 
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Intros can be ambient sound effects to set the vibe for the song and create tension or 
expectation in the listener. Progressive tracks may start with stripped down rhythms that grow 
in complexity as the track evolves. For instance, the first 8 bars may consist of a simple kick 
drum, to which a hi-hat or clap may be added on the ninth bar. Percussion, drum rolls, rides or 
cymbal can be added later to embellish and add complexity.

The verses commonly narrate the story the song is based on. The first verse may come after 
the intro and be of greater intensity. The lyrics of the first verse and the second or third verse 
are usually different from each other and narrate different aspects of the “story”.

Choruses are usually more intense in energy than verses, and the lyrical meaning usually 
“sums up” or arrives to some conclusion on what the lyrics narrate. The chorus is also the 
most memorable part of the song. Even though many electronic genres do not have lyrics, 
you can find “verse-chorus” type structures to bring dynamics and contrast to a track.

Bridges are sometimes found between verses and choruses. They sound slightly different 
and are used to make the song more interesting by bringing something unexpected to the 
track.

The drop is a must for drum and bass type genres or in dubstep. The drop is where a 
stripped down part of the track gives way to a high energy, full on, bass heavy part. You will 
know the drop when you hear it. Note that some people use the term “drop” to call low 
energy parts of the song, where soft ambient pad sounds provide a breathing space between 
high energy parts.

A build-up usually leads into a drop or a high energy section of a track. Typical build ups 
involve drum rolls that grow in intensity and prepare the listener by building up their 
expectations.

Outros are the last part of the track, the opposite of the intro. Here the track winds down or 
fades outs. Sometimes the rhythm is stripped down to its bare elements or the track merges 
into soft ambient sounds.

Listen to a few tracks and identify the different parts and observe the differentiate the energy 
levels.
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Look how the following charts map out a tracks energy levels through time.

It's also worth mentioning that the difference in pitch between any keyboard key and the key 
immediately adjacent to it is of one semitone. If the difference is of 13 notes, it's called an 
octave.  Moving up an octave is doubling in frequency, while moving down is halving the 
frequency.  For instance concert A is 440 Hz, but 880 or 220 are also in the pitch of A, one 
octave up or one octave down respectively.
There are 7 musical notes: A,B,C,D,E,F,G. Between 
certain notes there are two semitones. The in-
between semitones are called sharp (#) notes or flat 
(♭ ) notes: A, A#, B, C, C#, D, D# E, F, F#, G, G#.

*Note how A# is the same as B  and D  is the♭ ♭  
same as C#.
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REAPER DAW

Most music production nowadays is computer based. The programs used to record, process 
and mix music are commonly referred to as Digital Audio Workstations, or DAWs. REAPER 
Protools, Cubase, Apple Logic  and Reason 6 are but a few of today's industry standard 
DAWs.

They  enable the user to record 
audio from external sources such as 
a vocalist or a guitar, as well as 
offering  processing functionality 
such as adding delays and other 
special effects (FX).
No longer must we rely exclusively 
on external sound sources, we also 
find at our finger tips the possibility of 
working with virtual instruments that 
emulate real life instruments, or even 
synthesizers capable of creating 
totally new sounds. Most DAWs have 
inbuilt MIDI editors that enable the 
user to synchronise computers with 
other digital instruments such as 
hardware synths, drum machines or 
keyboards. 

Why REAPER? I have experience using all the above mentioned DAWs and I find REAPER 
to have an intuitive interface with a low learning curve making it easy to learn for beginners. At 
the same time REAPER offers very advanced functions for expert users. REAPER is a state 
of the art DAW with all the functionality needed to produce great sounding, professional 
quality  tracks. I won't go as far as saying one DAW is better than another: this depends 
greatly on personal preference. However, REAPER is very fairly priced and you can use it for 
free for a whole month (the duration of our course)  while you evaluate it and decide if you 
want to purchase it. After the evaluation period expires, REAPER remains fully functional and 
you can continue using it. However, a splash screen will appear each time you open the 
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program asking you to purchase it. In case you are wondering, no I don't work for REAPER.

Go to www.reaper.fm , download  and install the latest version of REAPER
Before delving in to REAPER with the following tutorial, it's worth mentioning that we will only 
cover some of the most basic functionality. The aim here is to grasp the most essential skills 
needed to start making music ASAP. You'll learn more techniques as you go along. There are 
plenty of tricks to pick up on the REAPER forums and you will find plenty of explanatory 
tutorials on youtube. REAPER comes with a comprehensive user manual that explains the 
program's functions inside out.

Go to www.reaper.fm and download REAPER's Quickstart and User Guide.

The screen
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Here is the GUI, or Graphic User Interface. Have a look and try remembering the different 
parts. The appearance of the GUI can change depending on your preferences or the tools 
you are using, so don't worry if yours isn't the same as in the picture. You can also customise 
the colours and GUI themes and arrange REAPER's look to suit yourself.

The title bar: Here the name of your session is displayed. It's good practice to save your 
projects using Ctrl+Alt+S  and give them a meaningful name. After that, pressing Ctrl+S 
frequently will save any changes you make and avoid you from loosing them in the event of a 
crash or a sudden closure of REAPER.

Menu bar:  Here you have access to all sorts of functions and editing menus. Give them a 
quick look just to get a feel of where things are, but don't worry; you don't need to learn them 
all. Note how many functions from the drop down menus have short cut commands in bold. 
Try remembering and using the shortcuts for the functions you use most.

Track control panel (TCP): This area contains the tracks and serves as an audio mixer. You 
can drag the edge of the TCP to the desired width.

Track: A track can contain a media item, 
be it audio, video or MIDI. Here you can 
control and monitor the level of 
incoming/outgoing audio with the large 
fader. The shorter fader controls the pan, 
or stereo placement of a signal. MIDI signals appear as red lines along the meter. 

The red “ar” button prepares the track for recording.

The “io” button allows you to send audio or MIDI signals to and from the track. This can be 
used to select external hardware for MIDI functionality, or for sending audio to an FX track.

The “env” button is for controlling automation. 
You can draw automatic fades or pan 
movements.

The “FX” button opens the FX browser. Here 
you can choose from a variety of FX such as 
delay, reverb, distortion or compression. You can 
also select a virtual instrument such as a VST 
synthesizer, a sampler or a drum machine.

The “Ø” button inverts the phase of the track's 
audio.
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The “m” and “s” buttons mute and solo the track respectively. 

Arrange area: Here is where you can manipulate your media items and  arrange them into 
sequences. Above the arrange area is the timeline/ruler to enable users to view the bar 
number or exact time at which an event occurs. Media items can be imported to the arrange 
area by your keyboard's insert button, or by the insert dropdown menu on the menu bar. 

The cursor: This is the vertical line that moves across the arrange area when REAPER is 
playing. It can be set  to a specific location by simply clicking anywhere on the arrange area 
or ruler. By dragging the mouse across the arrange area or ruler the left and right locator are 
positioned. The locators in conjunction with the toggle repeat function cause the cursor to 
seamlessly loop the media items between the locators.

Media item: They are the rectangular MIDI or Audio clips. In the case of MIDI clips, the clips 
show the MIDI events contained within. Audio clips are represented as waveforms. You can 
drag them to a desired position, shorten or lengthen media items by clicking and dragging 
their sides. By double clicking on a MIDI clip an editor is opened and you can sequence MIDI 
events. Selecting a clip and pressing F2 will open the media item properties window.

Transport bar: It will 
appear or disappear with 
shortcut Ctrl+Alt+T .The 
transport bar may also be 
docked to the MCP. With 
the transport bar you can 
adjust your tracks BPM, 
time signature or rate. It also indicates current position of the cursor and the positions of the 
left and right locators. 

The functions of the transport bar's buttons are, in order and from left to right: 

Go to the start of the project (W)
Play (space  or Enter)
Pause (Ctrl+space)
Stop (space)
Go to the end of project (End)
Record (Ctrl+R)
Toggle repeat (used for looping between left and right locator) (R)
Global automation override.

Mixer control panel (MCP): Here is where you would mix your track once it is arranged. The 
mixer is similar to the TCP, but a great deal easier to work with. The mixer can be docked or it 
can float. Ctrl+M makes the mixer appear or disappear.
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Media explorer: This is enables you to navigate through your computer in search of media 
items. Ctrl+Alt+X  makes it appear or disappear from the bottom of the GUI. You can add clips 
from the media explorer by double clicking them or dragging them on to the arrange area. It 
also allows you to preview clips and sync them up with your session's BPM. 

Starting up

Once you open REAPER by double clicking on the icon, start by Setting the soundcard/ MIDI 
controller preferences. This is done by clicking Options on the menu bar and selecting 
preferences. Alternatively you can use the shortcut Ctrl+P. It's of good practice to get used to 
shortcuts  as this will save lots of time in the long run. 

In preferences you select the soundcard you are going to use. Make sure Device is 
highlighted in the left hand side column. In the screenshot the selected audio system is 
Waveout, and it makes use of the computer's internal soundcard. Select ASIO as audio 
system if you are using an external soundcard. You can then select your soundcard's driver, 
and REAPER can now receive audio inputs from your soundcard and your soundcard should 
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be able to play REAPER's audio.

If you are using a MIDI device such as a keyboard or a controller you need to highlight the 
MIDI device. Select your device from the drop down menu. The bottom half of the window is 
where you enable your MIDI outputs, in case you are planning to use external MIDI devices 
such as hardware synths or samplers.

*Ensure that both your soundcard and MIDI devices' drivers have been previously installed.

Shortcuts

Here are some frequently used shortcuts. You might want to keep a note of  them close to 
your computer. 

Action Shortcut
Preferences Ctrl+P
Save Ctrl+S
Save as Ctrl+Alt+S
Zoom in vertically Up Arrow
Zoom out vertically Up Down 
Splice item  at cursor S
Splice item at locators Alt+S
Open media item properties F2
Go to the start of the project W
Play Space  or Enter
Pause Ctrl+Space
Stop Space
Go to end of project End
Record Ctrl+R
Toggle repeat R
 
A more comprehensive list can be dowloaded from the Cockos forum. 
http://user.cockos.com/~glazfolk/ReaperKeyboardShortcuts.pdf 

We have covered a lot of material already, so I would recommend going over the chapter's 
pages and exercises before continuing. Next up: Test and practical assignment.
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Part 1 TEST

How much of the lesson have you remembered? Try answering these questions without 
looking at the answers. Once you have finished, check your answers. Give yourself one point 
for each correct answer. 

1) What does DAW stand for?

2) Name three DAWS.

3) Name five parts of a song.

4) What is the mixer control panel for?

5) Why are shortcuts handy to learn?

6) What is the media explorer for?

7) What is a triad?

8) Name at least five functions you can control from the transport bar.

9) Why is it important to press Ctrl+S frequently while you are in a REAPER session?

10) Where do you select your soundcard or enable MIDI devices?
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ASSIGNMENT 1

The task consists of sequencing a short drum and bass track using some samples in 
REAPER. You will put in practice the skills you have learned as well as identifying different 
energy levels of a track. Have fun!

1. Download the assignment1 file from www.sonicuprising.com.
2. Unzip and  double click on the REAPER.
3. Save your project as (Ctrl+Alt+S) assignment1yourname (i.e. assignment1mark). 

Remember to save frequently (Ctrl+S).
4. Ensure the tempo is 170BPM
5. Rename at least three tracks.
6. The structure of the track should be:

INTRO-VERSE-CHORUS-BREAKDOWN-VERSE-CHORUS-OUTRO
7. Use fades and splices and whatever other techniques you feel like.
8. Explore REAPER and learn something new.
9. Compress your session folder and mail it to mark@sonicuprising.com .

*TIP: Make each section multiple of 4 bars (i.e 4 bars, 8 bars, 16 bars)

 
(Simple arrangement of the samples)
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Synthesizers

The theoretical part of this chapter will look into the history of synthesizers, the types of 
synthesis, and explore some of the main parts of a synthesizer. The chapter will then focus on 
hands on sound design. After completing this unit, you should be able to design drum sounds, 
bell sounds, basses, pads and leads. At the end of the chapter is the test and assignment. 
The assignment will require you to put into practice your sound design skills as well as 
learning new skills in REAPER.

Some brief history (three case studies)

It's hard to name an inventor or invention that kicked off musical synthesis. In the world of 
technology scientists all stand on the shoulders of those who came before them. The inventor 
of the car did not invent the engine, nor did the inventor of the first steam trains invent the 
wheel. A deep analysis or detailed time line is way beyond the scope of this book. However, I 
will mention a few awesome machines that will amaze you.

The dynamophone or telharmonium
Thaddeus Cahill (1897) 

Thaddeus Cahill, also known as the 
father of electronic synthesis, 
invented what many people may 
consider the first significant 
electronic musical instrument: the 
telharmonium. It consisted of 145 
modified dynamos employing a 
number of specially geared shafts 
and associated inductors that 
produced AC currents of different 
audio frequencies. Multiple polyphonical velocity sensitive keyboards would then control these 
dynamos together with an associated bank of controllers. These keyboards were comprised 
of 7 octaves, 36 notes per octave and were tunable to frequencies between 40 to 4000Hz.

The first telharmonium models incorporated telephone technology as these inventions 
preceded the era of valve amplification technology and therefor loud speakers. It was directly 
linked to a telephone network or a series of telephone receivers that received a 1 amp power 
supply. The sound produced was loud enough for the listener to have no need for placing the 
telephone's horn to the ear in order to hear.
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The actual weight of the telharmonium was 200 tons and it measured 60 feet in length. It cost 
200.000 US dollars. 30 railroad carriages were needed to transport it from Holyoke to New 
York where it stayed for 20 years in the telharmonium hall in 39th street Broadway.
The 38-note-per-octave keyboard was designed according to Cahill’s theory of just intonation 
which naturally clashed with the musicians of the time who’s music was all do-re-mi based. 
The telharmonium took two musicians to operate it at one time and it was used for playing 
respectable music: Bach, Chopin, Rossini, etc… Some of the drawbacks of the device were 
transmission errors that would present themselves as low frequency growling bass sound and 
sudden drops in volume when extra voices were added.
In 1911 a third and final telharmonium was created. Cahill’s new device was equipped with 
stronger magnets and alternators to improve the problematic bass growls and volume drops 
inherent in previous designs. Such novelties made the new dynamophone increase in size, 
weight and price. In partnership with New England Electric Music Co. Cahill’s attempt to 
broadcast the dynamophone’s music to restaurants, hotels, theatres and private homes failed 
because of the interferences the instrument created on the telephone networks, not to 
mention its elevated cost.
It is said that a business man furiously destroyed the telharmonium and threw pieces of the 
machinery in to the the river Hudson after it constantly interfered with the man's telephone 
calls. Sadly no recordings of the instrument are known to have survived.

The singing arc
William Du Bois Duddell (1899) 

The story of William Duddell and his Singing Arc invented in the 
year 1899 takes us back in time to the streets of Victorian London. 
Electric street lighting was widely in use in Europe before Thomas 
Alva Edison invented the light bulb. Carbon arc street lamps 
produced light by creating sparks between two carbon nodes. One 
of the drawbacks of this lighting method was the dullness of the 
light this invention produced. Another disadvantage was the 
constant humming noise It emitted. British physicist William 
Duddell, on being appointed to solve such problem by the council, 
discovered that he could vary the pitch of the lamp's hum by 
increasing or decreasing the voltage supplied to them. Being 
aware of the musical potential that this presented, his next step 
was to connect the arc to a voltage controller: A keyboard.
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One day he played a tune to the London Institution of Electrical Engineers. Much to their 
astonishment was the way that the lamps in the street were emitting his tune.

Later it was found that by attaching an antenna to it, the lamp could be used as a radio 
transmitter.

Duddell never capitalized or patented any of his products.

The theremin
Lev (Leon) Sergeivich Termen (1917)

This machine came as a result of the newly discovered beat 
frequency technology and some turn of the century radio 
engineers experimenting with vacuum tubes. In 1917 Russian 
engineering pioneer Lev (Leon) Sergeivich Termen discovered 
how the capacitance of a valve changed when his body moved in 
its proximity and how those changes in valve capacitance caused 
variations in the frequency of the machines’ oscillators. In 1917 
The first theremin that Leon Termen came out with made use of a 
foot pedal to control volume and a switch mechanism to control 
pitch. Three years later a “gramophone cabinet” kind of looking 
Theremin was invented and this one had a protruding loop 
(volume control) and an antennae (pitch control) that the operator 
would wave his hands around and modulate the monophonic 
tones that emanated from the instrument. The theremin had two 
oscillators, one of which produced a fixed 170.000 Hz tone. The 
other oscillator produced a tone that could vary between 168.000 and 170.000 Hz depending 
on the proximity of the operator’s hand. The combination of these two tones would result in 
beat frequencies ranging from 0 to 2.000 Hz. When the theremin made it’s first appearance in 
public at the Moscow Industrial fair, Lenin who witnessed it in astonishment, requested 
lessons on playing the instrument.

Parts of a synth 

Synthesizers come in many shapes and sizes and differ greatly in their sound design 
capabilities and functionality. There are also numerous different types of synthesis, such as 
wavetable, granular, additive, frequency modulation and subtractive. We will be focusing 
mainly on some subtractive synthesis techniques and I will mention some of the more 
common synthesizer parameters. 
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Oscillators

In its most basic form, a synth is a tone generator 
capable of generating simple tones, but this is not 
very interesting from a musical perspective. tone 
generators, also known as oscillators, often allow 
the user to select between several types of simple 
tones called waveforms. 

A sine wave is a pure tone, somewhat similar to the 
the sound one makes by whistling or like the “just 
hanged up” tone from an old telephone. Technically 
speaking, a sine is a single base frequency with no 
additional harmonics. A harmonic, in case you are 
wondering, is a frequency that is an integer multiple 
of a base frequency. 

A sawtooth wave, or saw wave, sounds very rich 
and presents itself with a sawtooth shape when 
observed on an oscilloscope. Saw waves consist of 
a base frequency and all its integer harmonics. 

For example a saw wave with a base frequency of 
220Hz will have additional harmonic frequencies of 
440Hz, 660Hz 880Hz, 1100Hz, etc... 

A square wave is more complex than a sine, and it 
presents a square shape if you where to observe 
one on an oscilloscope. Square waves consist of a 
base frequency and odd integer harmonics. 

For example a square wave with a base frequency 
of 220Hz will have additional  odd harmonic frequencies of 660 Hz, 1100Hz, 1540Hz ,etc... 
because (220x1),(220x3),(220x5),(220x7), etc...

A triangle wave is not as rich sounding as a square and as you may imagine looks somewhat 
triangular. As with squares waves, triangle waves consist of a base frequency and odd integer 
harmonics. However the higher frequencies are rolled off.

Noise is unlike all other waveforms as it is irregular in form when observed on an 
oscilloscope. That is because noise is basically a sound consisting of random frequencies at 
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random amplitudes. Many synths have noise generators because noise is heavily used in 
sound design, for example when constructing hi-hat sounds or wind like sound effects. 

Most synths combine more than one oscillator to achieve richer sounds. The oscillator's 
signals are usually mixed before being further processed.

Filter

Filters are used to modify the harmonic content, or 
timbre, of the tones coming from the oscillators. 
They do so by blocking off certain frequencies while 
permitting other frequencies through. Low-pass 
filters, high-pass filters and band-pass filters are 
commonly found on synthesizers. The main 
parameters of a filter section are cutoff and 
resonance. The cutoff knob selects the frequency 
at which the filter will start attenuating. The 
resonance knob boosts the volume of the range 
frequencies around the frequency selected by the cutoff. This can cause the sound to be 
shaped in a very dramatic way.

Low-pass filters (LPF) allow the the frequencies below the cutoff point to pass while 
attenuating frequencies above the cutoff point. The rate at which this attenuation occurs is 
called slope and it is measured in decibels (dB) per octave. Common values are 12dB per 
octave or 24dB per octave. 24dB per octave slopes are rather steep and consequently less 
natural sounding than 12dB slopes.

High-pass filters (HPF) allow high frequencies to pass while obstructing low frequencies. 
Again, the cutoff determines which frequencies pass through.

Band-pass filters (BPF) allow a range of frequencies past while blocking the frequencies 
above or below the given range. In practice this is 
achieved by using a HPF and a LPF together. The 
central frequency of the range is selected by the cutoff 
and bandwidth is controlled by the filter resonance.

ADSR

Next in our signal's path is the amp or VCA (voltage 
controlled amplifier). The main parameter controls 
here are the attack, decay, sustain and release 
(ADSR). Here the sound's amplitude is shaped 
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through time. You can determine how short or how long a sound is. You can also control how 
fast a sound reaches its maximum amplitude once a key is pressed, or how fast it returns to 
silence after a key is released. Let's look at each parameter.

Attack controls the speed the sound takes to reach it's maximum amplitude from the instant 
that the key is pressed. A fast attack would be used to design transient sounds such as drums 
or guitars, in which the maximum level is reached immediately after the instrument is beaten 
or plucked. Slower attacks are typical of bowed string instruments where the string's 
vibrations increase gradually in amplitude as the bow excites the strings.

Decay controls the time it takes for the sound to 
move from its state of maximum amplitude to a state 
in which it sustains a more stable level of amplitude.

Sustain is the level of amplitude the tone will play at 
before the key is released. It's good practice for 
beginners to keep the sustain at either its minimum or 
maximum value. Plucking sounds will have a 
minimum value as the plectrum is only in contact with 
the string very briefly. On the other hand, bowed 
strings make constant contact with the strings for 
greater periods of time so maximum sustain times are 
required.

Release determines how long the sound takes to die 
out after the key is released. High release values are 
desirable for emulating, for instance, a gong sound. A 
low release time would be required for staccato 
sounds.

ADSR envelopes can also be used to control other 
properties of the sound. It's common to control the a 
sound's timbre through time by routing an ADSR to 
the filter section. The pitch of a sound can also 
change through time by routing an ADSR to an 
oscillator. 

LFO

An LFO, or low frequency oscillator, is also found found on many synths and its job is to 
produce a wave that will modulate other parameters. LFOs oscillate at much lower 
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frequencies than the tone producing oscillators. As in the case of the oscillators, LFO sections 
often enable the user to choose from different waveforms like saw, sine, square and even 
random shapes. The speed of an LFO can be adjusted by the rate knob. 

An LFO signal can be sent to other parameters of the synthesizer and cause what is known 
as a modulation. By modulating the amplitude, a fluctuation in level will occur. By modulating 
the pitch one can achieve the sound of a siren. The “wobble” sound in dubstep can be 
achieved by modulating the filter's cutoff.
 

FX

Many synths have effects such as delay, reverb, flange or chorus. More on how they work will 
be discussed later on.

Sound design: A practical approach

It's time to create your own sounds. Go to www.sonicuprising.com and download SUsynth. 
SUsynth is a VST synthesizer with basic functionality developed with newcomers to synthesis 
in mind. Nevertheless, an endless variety of amazing sounds can be achieved. Unzip the file 
and install it following these steps.

Find a location on your harddisk and create a new folder. Name it  VST.

This will be where you keep all your VST pluggins so make sure it's in a place you won't want 
to move. 

Next you need to copy SUsynth's .dll file to this folder. Many VSTs are installed this way, 
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others are installed with .exe files.

Now open REAPER and tell it where 
your VST folder is: 
Preferences/VST/Add...  opens a 
navigator so you can browse to your 
folder.

Create a track (Ctrl+T), Click on its 
green FX icon and select SUsynth on 
the FX browser. SUsynth should 
appear.

Now select a  New MIDI item from 
insert  on the menu bar. Double 
clicking on a MIDI item opens a MIDI 
editor where you can control your 
VST instruments (VSTi) from. Draw a 
few notes by double-clicking on the 
grid just right of the keyboard. Press 
play on the transport and you should 
be able to hear what you have drawn on SUsynth. Making a time selection on the timeline by 
dragging the mouse pointer and pressing the loop button on the transport will play your 
selection repeatedly. 

Creating and saving patches

In synthesis, a patch is a recollection of parameter settings that is stored and named for future 
use. This saves the hassle of programing a sound from scratch each time you switch your 
synth on. In SUsynth, this is done by the preset manager. To save or load a patch go to the 
preset manager on the master panel and press file. When you are saving your patches, 
remember to give them a meaningful name and keep them altogether in the same folder so 
you always know where to find them. The best place to store your patches is in a sub folder 
inside you VST folder.

The following exercises will show you how to program some of your own patches and provide 
a better understanding of each of  SUsynth's parameters. 

Before you start, create a 1 bar MIDI item draw a half bar note on C1 followed by another on 
C2. Create a time selection around the MIDI item and enable the loop function on the 
transport. For each example, start off from an init preset on the preset manager and save and 
name each final patch in your VST folder. You might want to create a sub-folder and name it 
SUsynth patches and save them there instead. 
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The following guidelines offer only rough parameter values so you will need to tweak each 
knob and go by ear until you find a sound you like.

Strings

Before synthesizing any instrument sound, picture in your head the dynamics and timbre of 
that instrument. By dynamics we refer to the sound's amplitude changes throughout time, and 
timbre refers to the sound's frequency content. Some sounds start off at lower amplitudes and 
gradually build up to a maximum peak, where as others reach maximum amplitude almost 
instantly; such is the case in percussive sounds. We can also appreciate how some sounds 
appear richer in timbre, such as brass, and others not so much, such as wind instruments. In 
the case of strings, a bow is used to to excite the strings and this excitement occurs gradually. 
The speed at which a sound changes from an initial state of silence to one of maximum 
amplitude is controlled by the envelope attack parameter. Therefor strings require a slower 
attack. Try experimenting until you find a suitable attack. Also, the vibration of bowed strings 
ceases almost immediately after the bow is lifted off of the string. The parameter used for this 
is called release. The timbre of the sound is determined by the waveform shape of the 
oscillators and by the filter. Start of with richer sounding waveforms such as sawtooths, and 
do not roll off too much of the high frequencies with your filter.

Brass

Brass instruments are very rich in sound, therefor you must select rich waveforms in your 
oscillator section. Start off with sawtooth waveforms and use a low pass filter to achieve an 
adequate amount of muting. Have fun experimenting here and try comparing your sound to 
other brass sounds you hear. You must also think about the dynamics of brass sound. They 
reach maximum almost instantly and cease to sound once the performer stops blowing, 
therefor fast attack and fast release times are desirable. You might also want to try out subtle 
modulations in amplitude or in pitch. For this you must use the matrix section and route a LFO 
with a sine wave. Remember, only small amounts or else you will end up with something very 
unnatural. Play around with the modulation speed until you find something you are happy 
with. Modulating the amplitude of a sound results in an effect commonly known in music as 
tremolo. By modulating the pitch of a sound, we achieve an effect known as vibrato.

Bass

Bass sounds vary greatly in music production. Some emulate electric bass guitars, others 
don't. The possibilities are endless, however, a bass sound is always going to be low in 
frequency. Therefor, you are free to choose whatever waveforms on your oscillators, whatever 
amplitude envelope settings you wish, and play around with modulations and effects. It's 
worth while staring of with electric bass guitar sounds though, for they are predominant in all 
rock based genres. As always, you should start by imagining the dynamics of the sound. Bass 
guitars are usually played using a plectrum or fingers. They have fast attack values because 
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they reach their maximum amplitude immediately after a bass string is plucked or picked. 
After being played, a bass string will continue to vibrate and will then diminish in amplitude 
gradually  until the sound dies out completely. This is controlled by use of the release 
parameter. One technique used by bass players is “slap bass”, by which the performer slaps 
the string after picking them. This causes the string to stop vibrating immediately and in this 
case fast sustains must be used. You might need to detune your waveforms an octave or two 
too make sure your bass really is a low frequency bass sound. After you are happy with your 
electric bass guitar sound, you might want to experiment with more synthetic sounding 
basses. Dubstep and drum and bass use heavy amounts of modulation on the filter cutoff. 
Use the modulation matrix to create that infamous “WOB WOB” effect.
 
Bell

Bells and chimes are usually struck by beaters and their sound reaches maximum amplitude 
very quickly. Therefor, you need to use a fast attack. On the other hand, their sound takes 
quite some time to die out, so slow release times are desirable. Before proceeding, try making 
a mental picture of a church bell: DOOOONGgGgG! Can you hear the vibrato sound sort 
causing it to have a “fluttering” texture? That means you willl need to apply some form of 
frequency modulation and even amplitude modualtion. Church bells are also somewhat 
inharmonic, so we will need to detune one oscillator in relation to the other by, say 21 
semitones. Use a sine wave and a triangular waveform on the oscillator's. Play around with a 
low pass filter and add reverb to emulate the sound bouncing off of building walls.
For chime sounds you will need to pitch up the oscillators a couple of octaves.

Kick

Kick drums have two main components we must consider before attempting to synthesize. 
We have the beater that strikes the drum skin, and we have the resonant barrel upon which 
the skin is tensed. The strike results in a loud transient click and the drum's resonant body 
has a low frequency “boom” whose length we control with the sustain parameter. In practice, 
what we will be trying to achieve is making the initial sound a high pitch, but immediately 
change to a low pitch. For this we will use the modulation matrix, a sine wave LFO and a sine 
wave as an oscillator waveform. We want to make the LFO change the pitch of the oscillator 
sine wave, so route it accordingly.

Hat

Hi-hats are percussive instruments that are transient sounds, so we will be using fast attacks. 
Depending on wither our hi-hat is open or closed, we will uses longer or shorter release times. 
We will use noise as our waveform. Now experiment and tweak parameters until finding a hi-
hat you like. With what you have learned by synthesizing hats and kicks you can attempt 
producing toms, cymbals and snares. Once you have a few template sounds, you can sample 
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them and create your very own complete drumkit. 
Now you have a bunch of patches and you have learned quite a bit about sound design. Don't 
worry too much if your results aren't exactly what you hoped for. Go over the steps several 
times if necessary and feel free to experiment and add more patches to your personal 
collection. 
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Part 2  TEST

How much of the lesson have you remembered? Try answering these questions without 
looking at the unit. Give yourself one point for each correct answer. Once you have finished, 
check your answers.

1) What is a Patch?

2) Name four types of waveforms.

3) What is the purest waveform.

4) What did Duddel invent?

5) What was the telharmonium?

6) What does ADSR stand for?

7) How many types of filter are there in SUsynth?

8) Which sound has a faster attack, a snare or a bowed string instrument?

9) What does the release parameter do?

10) What are the cutoff and the resonance on the filter section?
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ASSIGNMENT 2

Now it's time to record a sample of each of the patches you’ve programmed. 

1. As you did with the previous patch turorials, open a new REAPER project, create a 
track with SUsynth (click the fx icon). Load one of your patches using the preset 
manager.

2. Create a MIDI item (insert/new MIDI item) and draw a note to play SUsynth. Create a 
time selection around the MIDI event by clicking and dragging on the timeline. Hit the 
repeat button or shortcut (R ) for looped playback.

3. You will need to create a new track next to the SUsynth track (Ctrl+T).

4. Click on the io icon and go to receives. Select track number one. Now the signal from 
the SUsynth is received by the new track and it can be monitored by the track's meter.

5. Press the red ar button, which enables the track to record an incoming signal. Observe 
the track's meter while you play SUsynth and make sure the meter never turns red. If it 
does, it means that the incoming signal is too loud and there will be unwanted 
distortion. Prevent this by turning down the volume of SUsynth. 

6. Now you are ready to record, so unloop the playback (R ) and it's (Ctrl+R)  to record. 
You should see the new waveform appear under the MIDI item. Mute the SUsynth 
track and you can hear your new sample.

7. Now it's time to “bounce” or render your sample. Press (Ctrl+Alt+R) and the rendering 
menu pops up. Here you determine the quality and format of your bounce amongst 
other things. For now we will focus only on naming our file, and on bouncing it to our 
desktop. Where it says directory browse to desktop. On file name write your name and 
the name of the patch you have just recorded; ie: “markstring” or “julykickdrum”.

8. Record and render six of your patches.

9. Compress your session folder and mail it to mark@sonicuprising.com .
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MIDI

MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface, and it's basically a way of connecting 
digital instruments so they can “communicate”. One common example of MIDI usage is 
connecting a musical keyboard to your computer and using it to control a VST instrument 
such as SUsynth.  In this setup, you can press a key from your keyboard and the VST 
instrument will play the sound. You may also want to edit a MIDI arrangement in REAPER 
and send the signal from your computer to an external piece of hardware such as a synth, a 
sampler or a drum module. In the previous chapter you gained an insight to MIDI editing in 
REAPER. In this chapter we will explore MIDI editing in more depth and familiarize with 
different ways of working with MIDI signals. 

MIDI editor

For starters it's probably a good idea to check out the MIDI editor in REAPER. Create a new 
track (Ctrl+T), and go to insert and choose New MIDI item.  Double-clicking on the MIDI item 
you have just created will 
open REAPER's MIDI editor. 
Here you can create 
sequences of MIDI events 
that will trigger off VSTs or 
even external hardware.

You can see the piano keys 
and the grid next to it. 
Clicking on a key will send a 
note to whatever VST or 
equipment you have linked 
to your track.
Double-clicking on the grid 
will create a note and you 
can drag that note up or 
down the scale, or give it 
your desired length by 
dragging one if its extremes.
 As you move your mouse 
around, look how the boxes 
in the top right corner display 
the name of the note and 
positioning. On the bottom 
left corner you will find some 
transport controls (back, play, pause, stop, forward, loop) the loop is handy to use when you 
want to edit a particular region, because it saves you from pressing play/back all the time. 
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An important feature of the editor are the Grid settings. Used in conjunction with the  Snap to 
grid (horse shoe icon, top left) it causes the MIDI notes or events to be “forced” to play at the 
grid settings determined by the drop box. If you choose 1 on the grid's drop down menu, 
assuming the snap to grid icon is depressed, you will only be able to draw 1 note per bar, if 2 
is selected the drop down menu, you can draw 2 MIDI notes per bar. It is more common to 
use higher grid values such as 8, 16, 32, as they will divide the bar into 8, 16 and 32 spaces 
respectively.

Another important use of the grid feature is used in conjunction with the Quantize  button 
( top left, the one with a Q). The quantize function also forces or snaps existing events to 
determined grid setting. 

 Select the items you want to quantize and 
the grid setting you want. Shortcut Q will call 
up this option box where you can choose 
your settings. For the time being, stick to the 
settings in the illustration, but be sure to 
explore this function in greater depth once 
you are more familiar with REAPER. 

In the next illustration you can appreciate 
how a poor live MIDI instrument performance can be tightened up so that the timing is perfect.

BEFORE QUANTIZE

AFTER QUANTIZE
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Before moving on, it's well worth noting is that each MIDI note you create has its 
correspondent velocity  level as seen immediately under the note's starting position. 
Although exceptions exist,typical velocity values represent the speed with which a keyboard's 
key is pressed, effectively determining  the volume that your VST instrument or external 
hardware will play at. These values can also be readjusted manually by simply clicking and 
dragging your mouse over them. The illustration represents some MIDI events growing in 
intensity to achieve a “crescendo” type effect. 

In the bottom left corner there is a drop down menu that says “velocity”. Much in the same 
way as velocity information can be edited, there are many other types of MIDI data you can 
edit. However, those are beyond the scope of this book. More detailed information on the 
MIDI editor can be found on REAPER forums and in the manual.

SU 909 Rompler

The 909 Rompler is basically a sampler with 
a read only memory (ROM), and hence the 
name. It plays a set of drums sounds that 
emulates the legendary sounds of the Roland 
TR 909, which was one of the most heavily 
used pieces of equipment in electronic music 
production throughout the  90s. The 909 
Rompler has an onboard EQ, compressor, 
and a distortion knob that can add a little 
flavour to your drums, but for the time being, 
we won't pay them much attention. Download 
rompler from the website and copy the .dll 
into your VST library.
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Rhythm programing 

Now it its time to get noisy, so make sure REAPER is up and running, create a new track (Ctrl 
+ T), go to insert and choose New MIDI item. The length of the MIDI item can be determined 
by  the left and right locators. Dragging an item while holding Ctrl will create a copy. Selecting 
adjacent items on the same track, then right clicking and then choosing the glue from the drop 
down menu will join them together.

Double-clicking on the MIDI item you have just created will open REAPER's MIDI editor. One 
last bit of preparation: click on your track's green fx icon and open SU 909 Rompler. 

We are about to program  some rhythms from different genres. Each genre has its own BPM 
(beats per minute) and this can be set on the transport bar (Ctrl + Alt + T). The following 
examples were made using diamond mode (makes your MIDI events diamond shaped 
instead of reactangular). Diamond mode is commonly used for drum editing and you can 
select it in the MIDI editor. Go to View/ Piano roll modes/ diamond or use shortcut (Alt + 7). 
Remember the loop function will come in handy for editing drums.

Work your way through the following exercises, taking time to expand and experiment on 
each example.
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HOUSE/ TECHNO 
Name House/Techno 1
BPM 120-140
Length in Bars 1
Minimum Grid 
values

8

Drum sounds 
used

Kick and closed hi-hat

Comments This a very simple, yet commonly used . A 4/4 kick drum with a hi-hat on the 
counterbeat.
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Name House/Techno 2
BPM 120-140
Length in Bars 1
Minimum Grid 
values

8

Drum sounds 
used

Kick ,clap, closed hi-hat

Comments Add a clap on top of every second kick.
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Name House/Techno 3
BPM 120-140
Length in Bars 1
Minimum Grid 
values

8

Drum sounds 
used

Kick ,clap, closed hi-hat

Comments More detail on the hats, and a nice extra kick.
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Name House/Techno 4
BPM 120-140
Length in Bars 1
Minimum Grid 
values

16

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, open hi-hat, crash

Comments You'll need a higher grid value. The  relation between the open and closed 
hats really makes things more exciting. There is also a crash at the start of 
the bar,  although you might find it sounds better every 8 or 16 bars.
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HIP-HOP
Name Hip-hop 1
BPM 85-105
Length in Bars 1
Minimum Grid 
values

8

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, snare

Comments Basic hip-hop beat.
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Name Hip-hop 2
BPM 85-105
Length in Bars 1
Minimum Grid 
value

16

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, snare, clap

Comments The added clap helps define the beat, the extra kick is a nice touch. Try 
experimenting with adding more kicks and moving them around
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Name Hip-hop 3
BPM 85-105
Length in Bars 1
Minimum Grid 
values

16

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, snare, clap

Comments Some more detail on the hats and an extra kick and clap. Explore more 
possibilities by adding different sounds.
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Name Hip-hop 4
BPM 85-105
Length in Bars 2
Minimum Grid 
values

16

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, snare, clap

Comments On this 2 bar loop we are adding some variation to the kick drum and also 
working on a drum-roll. Drum rolls are great way of introducing new parts of 
a track, such as a chorus.
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DRUM AND BASS
Name Drum and Bass
BPM 160-180
Length in Bars 2
Minimum Grid 
values

16

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, snare, 

Comments Basic drum and bass rhythm.
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Name Drum and Bass 2
BPM 160-180
Length in 
Bars

2

Minimum 
Grid values

16

Drum 
sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, snare, hi-tom, mid-tom

Comments Basic drum and bass rhythm with added toms. There's an extra snare in there 
as well. In this genre you can really get creative with drum rolls by turning up 
grid values to 32. The key is to listen to other artist and experiment.
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DUBSTEP
Name Dubstep
BPM 140
Length in Bars 1
Minimum Grid 
values

8

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, snare

Comments Often dubstep rhythms can be very minimalistic, with the main focus going 
into earth-shattering  bass lines. This loops a good starting point.
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Name Dubstep 2
BPM 140
Length in Bars 2
Minimum Grid 
values

16

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, clap, ride

Comments Still simple, but more dynamic than before.
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Name Dubstep 3
BPM 140
Length in Bars 2
Minimum Grid 
values

16

Drum sounds 
used

Kick , closed hi-hat, snare 1, snare 2

Comments This loop is quite funky with a “broken beat” feel to it.
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Part 3 TEST

How much of the lesson have you remembered? Try answering these questions without 
looking at the answers. Give yourself one point for each correct answer. Once you have 
finished, check your answers.

1) What is a rompler?

2) What is a typical BPM in the drum and bass genre?

3) What is a typical BPM in the techno/trance genre?

4) How do you create a MIDI item in Reaper?

5) What does the quantize function do?

6) What does “snap to grid” do?

7) Name five instruments that form part of a drum kit.

8) How to you change between diamond mode and rectangle mode in the MIDI editor?

9) What does the loop function do?

10) Explain how you join two separate MIDI events into one.
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ASSIGNMENT 3

Now its time for you put into practice your skills. Have a good listen to you favourite artist for 
inspiration, and try to focus on the details of the drum track. Listen to how it builds up or 
breaks down, how parts are brought in to the mix and how they are taken out. Listen critically 
and take notes if necessary. When you are ready, move on to the assignment.

1. Create two rhythm tracks, each of a minimum of 64 bars, and each of a different genre. 

2. You can use the guidelines given in the unit, or program something totally different.

3. Make sure the track has different energy levels, and section that contrast clearly. This 
can be achieved by adding or subtracting drum sounds, or building up each sound in 
complexity, or stripping it down.

4. Make a creative use of drum rolls.

5. Render each track as a .wav file and save it with your name, the genre, plus the BPM 
i.e. johnnyhiphop90.wav

6. Create at least 10, though preferably many more,  music loops (1,2 or 4 bars long).

7.  Render them and name them meaningfully. Save them in a folder named library. You 
may also need subfolders for better classification of your samples.

8. Move a copy of your REAPER files, track and library in a folder named 
“yourname”+assignment3 i.e. paulassignment3

9. Compress your session folder and mail it to mark@sonicuprising.com .
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Recording

Recording an external sound in REAPER is a pretty straight forward process. You must first of 
all have an input signal to record, be it a line input or a microphone. You must also let 
REAPER know about your desired input in the preferences. Pressing (Ctrl + P) and choosing 
Audio / Device brings up a dialogue box like the one in the screen shot. 

In this example my laptop's internal sound card is selected, and its internal microphone is 
recognized as an input device.

You can also select whatever other sound card you may have connected and, as long as its 
drivers are installed, they should appear as an option. 

Note how there are two input channels. This will vary depending on the number of channels 
your sound card or mixing desk interface have.

Options such as Sample Format and Samplerate will determine the quality of the recording, 
and higher values will take up more of your disk space. 

The buffers determine the speed at which REAPER processes an incoming signal (latency). 
Low latency is desirable, especially if a performer is playing along side a backing track. A high 
latency could make him hear himself with an off-putting slap back delay. However, small 
buffers and lower latency times are heavy on your CPU and may cause distortion in your 
audio. Nevertheless, the default settings are usually fine, and you shouldn't change them 
unless the need arises.
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Once Reaper has recognized our input source we must create a track and record enable it by 
clicking the  “ar” icon. It turns red, and now the track's meter is reading incoming signals. If 
you don't have anything better, you can use your computer's internal microphone, but expect 
a  noisy and poor quality recording.

Pressing the “in” icon opens a menu that asks you more regarding your input. You can 
choose between the different channels of your sound card, or you can also choose to record 
MIDI events. A MIDI input is selected in preferences, in much the same way as you choose 
your audio device. You can also choose to record whatever is being outputted. By default, it 
picks up the signal of my mic, so I don't need to change anything.

Make sure your meter does not go in to the red. If not, you will have what is known as 
“clipping” and it can cause unwanted distortion in your recording. Always turn down the level 
of your sound source to avoid audio clipping while aiming for high meter readings to get a 
high signal to noise ratio. In other words, this means keeping the signal as high as possible 
without clipping it.

Pressing the record and play icons on the transport bar will start recording. The shortcut for 
this is (Ctrl + R). To stop press the stop icon on the transport, or simple use the shortcut 
(Space). 

As you record, you will see a waveform created on your track. This waveform can later be 
moved around and its sound can be edited and changed in many ways.

A few more things on recording 

The metronome icon at the the top left corner 
provides performers with a click track, but make sure 
they hear it through headphones so it isn't picked up 
by whatever mic they may be using.

You can record within a loop if you want. REAPER 
will record different takes on the same track. When 
you finish recording, simply click on the take you wish 
to hear. In the screen shot there are four different 
takes recorded between the left and right locator. The 
third take from the bottom is selected. By right 
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clicking on the takes, a menu appears where you can select whichever take you wish to keep. 
Right clicking on a waveform gives the user many more options worth exploring. 
Unfortunately, that cannot be covered in such a short book. 

Another thing to check out is right-clicking the record button to choose between different 
record modes that offer more control over how and where we want REAPER to record.

Time selection auto punch differs from normal mode in that recording will only start once 
the left locator is reach, and will end once it reaches the right locator. Auto- punch mode 
selected items mode only records on top of selected, or highlighted items.

Sequencing a track

Arranging your track in a meaningful order is another skill you will need to develop. Possibly 
the best way to go about it is listening to other artists and paying attention to how their track 
progresses through is different structural parts, i.e, intro, chorus,etc... Also look out for the 
contrast in energy between each of its parts.

A practical way of studying a track's sequence in REAPER is by the use of markers. 

 
In the screen shot the markers describe the changes in the track. Clicking (m) places a 
marker on the position of the read head. This can be done “on the fly” as you are listening to a 
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track play. Later by double-clicking on you markers you can name them. Markers can also be 
used to create an outline for your own track, even before you start adding sounds. You can 
map out precisely each change at any bar, or any given moment on the time line.

When you are working with loops, or parts of a track that repeat themselves, you don't need 
to compose the same thing twice. Dragging a ite while depressing the Alt button will copy the 
item or a selection of items. If you are dealing with a large area that includes different tracks, 
you can also create region from selection. This is done by making a selection of the area 
you want to copy on the time line, right-clicking on the time line and then selecting create 
region from selection from the right-click menu. On the screen shot there is a region named 
“bridge”. Regions are also copied by drag + Ctrl.

 
By right-clicking on a region one can delete or edit regions or makers.

Using time regions is a quick and efficient way of working on your track's structure. Once you 
are happy with how your track is outlined, you can pay more attention to details. You can 
focus on its energy levels, on drops, build ups, drum rolls, soft ambient passages, intros and 
outros. 
Have a look at the energy map examples on chapter 1.

You'll find how in many dance orientated genres, most structural changes occur every 32 or 
64 bars. It's also common to introduce each of these structural changes with a crash, or by 
leading in to them with a drum-roll. These changes often consist of the addition or subtraction 
of new sounds to the mix, such as vocals or lead synthesizer patches, percussion or a 
change in the chords and melody. It could be the transition from a bridge to a  chorus, from a 
chorus to a verse or vice-verse.
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Again, critically listening to your favourite tracks and experimenting with you own creations 
will help you find your way. With practice and experience, you will know whatever works for 
you.

Automation

Many of the parameters in the mix can be set up so that they change automatically in real 
time. For example, you can have your fader fade in and fade out at a chosen point in your 
track. You could have your panning automated so that a sound moves from the left speaker to 
the right speaker and back again. In this chapter we will see some of the possibilities with 
automation lanes and parameter modulation.
 
One way of fading an audio item in 
REAPER is to hover your mouse over 
one of the item's top corners. A “fade” 
icon will appear and you can click and 
drag your fade to your desired length. 
You can also choose the shape of your 
fade by right-clicking on the fade icon, as 
illustrated on the screen shot.

However, more control over the shape of your fades can be achieved by drawing them 
yourself. Here is where the “env” icon comes in handy. Clicking it causes the envelope menu 
to appear and you can choose to automate volume, pan, pan width, and the other parameters 

that appear on the screen shot. 

 Automation lines can be drawn using the 
pencil (Ctrl + Click & Drag)  and 
drawing a sequence of automation 
points. Alternatively, you can draw single 
points and drag them to a desired 
location, and you can also drag the lines 
between dots. 
As with many other features in REAPER, 
right-clicking will give you more options, 
but that is for you to explore.
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Automation modes

Yet another way of automating envelopes is by having REAPER record you move a track's 
fader. Click the “env” icon and check out the “Automation mode” scroll box. Select Write , 
press play and note how your envelope changes in sympathy with your fader moves. Stop the 
playback and change the automation mode to Read. Press play again and see how your 
moves have been recorded. 

 The following chart from the manual explains the behaviour of each mode. Automation 
modes can be a little tricky to master, so be patient while you check them out.

VST automation and  modulation

In REAPER automation is not exclusive to track parametres. VSTs can also have their 
parameters automated or modulated. Open an instance of SUsynth so we can explore the 
possibilities. Choose whichever parameter you want to automate by simply clicking on it.
Then go to the “Param” box on the FX browser. 
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The following menu appears:

Here you can make your parameter visible in the track and create an automation envelope. 
Then you can edit it by drawing or writing as mentioned earlier. The VST's parameter can 
now be treated as a track envelope. 

Another possibility is “parameter modulation”. This enables you to use a LFO to constantly 
change the parameter's value at a predetermined rate and amplitude. You can also use an 
audio signal or even link one parameter to another parameter.

In this screen shot I am modulating SUsynth's Filter-Cutoff with a sine wave at 1 Hz. I could 
also enable tempo sync to have the filter sweeps in time with the track's BPM.
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Another interesting thing to do is, via the “Param” box, select “Learn”. This will cause 
REAPER to monitor any incoming MIDI events so you can link any MIDI controller to last VST 
parameter you clicked on. This is a far more efficient way to work than using a mouse and lots 
more enjoyable.
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Part 4 TEST

You know the drill. Check out your knowledge.

1) What's the shortcut for record?

2) Can you record audio without the “arm” button depressed?

3) During a recording, why should you always ensure that the meters never reach red?

4) How do you link a MIDI controller to a VST parameter?

5) What are the different automation modes?

6) How do you create a fade on an audio item?

7) How do you modulate a parameter from a VST?

8) Think of a way of making the pitch of SUsynth increase in time with a snare drum.

9) Does the “arm” button need to be depressed to record fader changes in “write mode”?

10) Explain how you create extra knobs on a track that control VST .
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ASSIGNMENT 4

Now its time for you put into practice you've learned. 

1. Create a session with at least one instance of SU909 and at least two tracks of 
SUsynth.

2.  Create and edit a MIDI item for each track. Make sure your session lasts at least 2 
minutes.

3. Make sure the track has different energy levels, and sections that contrast clearly. 

4. Demonstrate the use of Parameter  automation by using at least of the techniques 
covered in the unit. 

5. Create a text document with a description of the techniques you have used.

6.  Render your track and create a new folder. Inside it keep your text document, your 
rendered track and your REAPER session.

7. Make sure everything has been named appropriately.

8. Compress your session folder and mail it to mark@sonicuprising.com 
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Mixing

The purpose of mixing your tracks is 
to allocate a place in the mix for 
each of the instruments or sounds 
in the session. 

Try visualizing your track as a 
landscape painting. Some sounds 
seem to be far, others are near. 
Some sounds are painted to the 
right while others are on the left. 
Finally, some sounds are positioned 
up and others down. 

So you can approach each mix with a near/far, left/right, up/down mindset (or far/near, 
right/left, down/up). If that didn't make much sense, bear with me and I will explain it further. 

Near/Far (fader levels)

If we look at a person who is close to us, he appears larger than if he is standing in the 
distance. Obviously that person measures the same where ever he stands, but in our 
landscape we will paint him larger or smaller depending on his location. Something similar 
happens with sound. If you are close to a guitar player, his music will appear to be louder than 
if he is busking at the far end of the street. Therefor we use push our track fader up to bring a 
sound or instrument to the foreground, where as pushing the fader down will send a sound to 
back ground progressively until the sound fades away.

The near/far positioning of a sound is a matter of taste or genre, so ultimately you will be the 
person who decides. Voice is usually considered one of the protagonists so its usually 
brought forward, the kick drum in hip hop is probably going to be louder than a turntable 
scratch effect, or you might want to give an instrument solo more level. Conversely, backing 
vocals are placed further back than lead vocals. If one the instruments of your mix sounds 
bad, bringing it down in level can be an alternative to removing it completely.

Left/Right (panning)

When we mix in stereo we use the tracks “Pan” potentiometer to determine what percentage 
of our sound we want to allocate to each speaker. For example, 50/50 panning would mean 
that each speaker receives the same amount and the listener will perceive the sound source 
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to be in front of him/her. 0/100 would mean that all the sound will come from the right speaker, 
and 75/25 would give the listener the impression that the sound source is to the right. So 
panning a sound left or right can be used to emulate sound localization in the physical world 
as is explained in the illustration. 

Another reason for for panning is to separate two instruments that have similar sounds. For 
instance, you may have two guitars, and both guitars have similar frequency content. It is 
common to pan one left and one right so the 
listener can differentiate them both easier. 

You can also use panning to represent the 
location of each part of a drum kit. Snares and 
kicks can be central, while hats and crashes 
are usually hard panned left or right. A hi to mid 
to low tom panning sweep can sound quite 
dramatic.It starts at one side, then goes to the 
middle and then to the other side. Go figure 
how to work that one out and have a listen to 
see if you agree.

Another trend in today's mixing is to keep high 
energy sounds pretty central, in particular 
basses or kicks, while reserve more extreme 
panning for higher frequency sounds with 
lesser levels. The reason for this practice is to 
avoid an unbalanced mix with all the “weight” to 
one side. Again, not all producers follow those 
guidelines and no matter what rules say, if 
something sounds good, IT IS GOOD! So learn 
the rules and break them, but only if you want 
to.

I won't tell you what happens if you right-click on the pan fader.

Up/Down (EQ)

This section looks in to EQ (equalization) and the frequency content side of the mix. In this 
book Up/Down really means high frequency or low frequency or simply frequency content. 
Our tool of choice for this will be ReaEQ which is one of REAPER's default VSTs. Its 
spectrum analyzer allows us to observe a sound's frequency content. By clicking and 
dragging the frequency band dots, we can modify our sound  by attenuating or boosting a 
specific frequency range.  
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In traditional sound engineering EQ 
was usually used to “correct” a sound. 
For example, cassette tapes tended 
to dull down a recording, so EQ would 
be used to brighten the sound up. In 
this way EQ could compensate for a 
shortcoming in technology. 

Nowadays, a more creative approach 
equalization is common, and 
especially in electronic genres where 
many of the sounds are completely 
synthetic and have no real life 
equivalents. You already have some 
valuable hands on EQ experience if 
you have worked your way through 
part 2 of this book. 

Part 2  also explains about different types of filters (BP, LP, HP). In ReaEQ you can combine 
different types of filter by choosing different ones for each of the bands. In each band you 
can select the frequency you want to cut or boost with the Frequency fader. You can 
attenuate or boost that frequency with the Gain parameter, or select the band with or slope 
with the Bandwidth parameter. High band with values will sound more harsh and resonant, 
while lower values are more subtle and natural, as we already saw in part 2 by working with 
the resonance on the filter section of a synthesizer.

You may feel a sound needs to be more bright, so boosting higher frequencies can help it 
come out. Another sound might appear to be wimpy so boosting its lower frequencies can 
give it some more power. If you find that many sounds in your mix are “competing” for a 
specific frequency range, you might want to attenuate an instrument at the problematic range, 
perhaps even boosting it at a different frequency to compensate for what you have just taken 
from it. The lower frequencies are where most of a track's energy lie. They are also very 
easily crowded and sound can soon loose definition. Most sounds will have  some low 
frequency content, even if they are high-pitched sounds. Many engineers will put a low pass 
filter on these sounds to avoid them interfering with the bass or kick drum. This technique can 
add a lot of definition to the track, but it can also make your instruments sound wimpy if 
overdone.

Many more can be said about EQ, but I hope you find some of the concepts interesting and 
usable. The following chart also offers some suggestions.
 Range Description Boost  for Attenuate to avoid
Sub-bass Lower frequencies are Power, vibrating Muddiness, heaviness
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16-60 Hz felt rather than heard. peoples rib cages
Bass
60 to 250Hz

Fundamental notes of 
rhythm section

Fatter sounds, fullness Boominess , thin sounds

Low-Mids
250 to 2kHz

Lower order harmonics 
of most instruments are 
in this range. 

Body, warmth, Horn-like, Tinny sounds

High-Mids
2kHz to 4kHz

Speech recognition like 
m,b,v sounds

Clear, alive Listener fatigue, nasal

Presence
4kHz to 6kHz

Clarity and definition Bright, airy, sense of 
proximity

Brings , piercing, 

Brilliance 
6kHz to 
16kHz

Adds a sense of depth 
spaciousness 

Sparkle, Crispiness Sibilance, Glare

 

FX

Adding effects to your mix is the final touch your track needs. If  you can resist the temptation 
of opening your effects straight away.  FX are serious fun and REAPER comes bundled with 
some really nice VSTs. Thousands more can be found on the web and many are even free! 
We have already discussed the use of EQ. The rest of this chapter will look at dynamic 
processors and time-based effects.

Time-based effects are designed upon the idea of mixing the original signal with one or more 
copies of it, with specific time intervals between each copy. Time-based FX include delay, 
echo, flange/chorus, phaser and reverb.

Dynamic processors are used to manipulate the range between quieter  and louder parts of a 
sound. For  example compressors, gates and limiters. 

Some FX do not belong to neither of the above mentioned categories, such as distortion or 
pitch shifting.

Send or inline?

Inline processing is the technique whereby an FX unit processes all of the signal that it is fed. 
In traditional music production EQs,  and dynamic processors are used as inline devices. 
Sends are copies of a tracks signal that are sent to another track where an FX unit is in place. 
In this scenario the original track is not processed, but instead copy or “tap” is. The amount of 
tapped signal sent to the FX track is controlled by the send parameter. Many signal taps can 
be sent to the same FX channel, so there is no need to buy numerous hardware FX units that 
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do the same thing. When you work with a DAW, you can make multiple copies of the same 
pluggin without the need to buy it again. However, using sends is CPU friendly, which is good 
to know in case your session starts running low on processing power.
Reverbs and delays are typically used via sends. 

In REAPER you place an FX inline by simply clicking on the green FX button on the track you 
want FX and then you choose your FX.

For sends, use an empty track and open an inline FX as described above. Now to send taps 
from the channels you want you must click the “io” icon and select your FX channel on the 
send dropdown.

Delay/Echo
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Echo occurs in nature when a sound bounces off of surfaces that are far enough from each 
other so as that the ear can hear separate repetitions. 

In the early days, well before DAWs, one could achieve 
this by playing two identical vinyls at the same time, then 
slightly delaying one in respect to the other. You could 
further develop this effect but adding more vinyls, varying 
the delay times of each vinyl, and also the volume of each 
one. But buying many vinyl copies of the same sound, not 
to mention a whole load of vinyl players was quite a 
hassle and certainly not cheap. Later on more evolved 
and economic tape-based delays where developed upon 
the same principal, such as the Watkins Custom Copicat.

ReaDelay is quite a comprehensive pluggin that includes wet/dry controls and you can add as 
many taps as you want. This really gives the user a lot of control over the delay's 
characteristics. Each tap has a LPF and a HPF, which is handy because you can confine the 
delay to a specific frequency range and avoid clogging up your mix. Pan and and stereo width 
are also great for placing your delays in a confined location in your stereo mix. You can 
determine the time between repeats, either in milliseconds, or in time with the track's BPM. 

Delays are great fun to experiment with. However, you can end up with a really messy mix if 
you abuse them, especially if you have a lot of other things happening in your track.
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SUsync Delay is a very minimalistic VST delay pluggin if you are a bit overwhelmed but 
ReaDelay's complexity. It's available at www.sonicuprising.com for free.

Reverb

Similarly to delay, reverb, or reverberation, occurs naturally when sound bounces off surfaces. 
However, unlike with echo, when surfaces are closer together our ears cannot distinguish 
separate repeats. Nevertheless, even with our eyes closed we can get a rough idea of our 
surroundings by the way sound behaves. Obviously a cathedral does not sound the same as 
a small room. 

Early attempts at  recording some reverb on your tracks included going to a cathedral or a 
place with nice sounding reverb and recording live, or playing your mix through speakers and 
then recording that. Spring reverb and plate reverbs were hardware units that used actual 
metal plates or springs and some electronic components to capture and prolong the duration 
of a sound's vibrations. 

Hardware digital units are still in use in today's studios but pluggins are more common and 
make reverb so much more cheaper and  readily available. Most songs on the radio have 
reverb and it really can enhance a musical performance. 

Recording studios tend to sound 
anechoic and lifeless, so reverb is 
also used to compensate. Its use can 
help us place a sound, not only in a 
desired location, but it can also 
emulate and artificial surrounding for 
our instrument.  

When reverb is used excessively, our 
mix can sound muddy and lose 
definition. 

If an instrumental performance isn't 
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particularly good , time-based FX can cause its sound to lose definition and this may help 
mask imperfections. 

ReaVerbate is bundled with REAPER. It has room size, HPF, LPF and stereo width sliders. 
Dampening simulates the type of material the walls are made from. This takes into 
consideration the fact that some materials reflect sound better than others, i.e. metal is more 
reflective than mattress foam. The initial delay parameter  represents the time it takes for the 
direct sound to reach the reverberant surface. In the physical world this would be determined 
by the distance between a sound source an the nearest wall or reverberant surface.

ReaVerb is another of REAPER's bundled VSTs. This one is bit trickier as it has much more 
functionality than ReaVerbate and I do recommend checking the manual to learn more about 
it. 

Phaser

Phasers can offer a nice “watery” texture to your track. They work by making a copy of the 
original signal and then shifting its phase back and forth in relation to the original sound's 
phase.

REAPER bundles its own phaser so you can get an idea of how phasers affect a sound by 
tweaking the parameters.

Flanger

Flanging can be created by playing two identical tape reels in perfect sync and then gently 
pressing the flange of one tape reel. The two tapes continue playing at the same speed, but 
one should lag behind the other by a short delay of less than 20 ms. It sounds similar to 
phasing but has a more dramatic tone and it can add richer harmonics. You can tweak the 
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length of the delay and even modulate it at a given rate. Heavy flanging can give robotic or 
metalic sweeping sounds. Check out the bundled pluggin.

Chorus

Another FX based on copying and delaying a signal. The delay times in a chorus are longer 
than those of flanging and therefor the FX is not as dramatic. Chorus can be used to fatten up 
a sound and, as its name suggests, it can make one single voice sound sound kind of like a 
chorus.

Compression

Compressors are very commonly used in today's music production but they aren't easy to 
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use. They should be placed as an inline device as you want to process the entire signal. 
Compressors attenuate a signal above a predetermined level that is controlled by the 
threshold. This attenuation effectively “squashes” the loudest parts of a sound. By doing so, 
you can then raise the average loudness of the sound without worrying about transient peaks 
causing clipping and unwanted distortion. The amount of gain reduction you wish to apply to 
the sounds that are above the threshold is called ratio. 

Compression can really even out a drum or guitar performance by causing each hit to sound 
with the same intensity as the rest. By taming highly dynamic sounds you can lift the over all 
level, attenuating the loudest parts yet increasing the level of the quietest parts. Once you 
have a more stable sound, it becomes easier to place in the mix as it no longer jumps up and 
down so much. Too much compression can leave your track sounding “squashed” or lifeless.

ReaComp is a great compressor that comes with many presets to get you started straight 
away. When setting a compressor its good practice to start with a low threshold and a high 
ratio. This will give you an extremely compressed sound. It won't sound good at all but it's 
best to start off with an exaggerated sound and then progressively lower the ratio and bring 
the threshold up. Other common parameters found on a compressor are attack (time before 
compressor starts to act), release (time for compression to stop after the threshold has been 
surpassed) and knee size (you can have compression occur progressively or immediately).
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Limiting

A limiter is basically a compressor with a very high or infinitive ratio. Limiters are used to raise 
the average level of a signal as much as possible, without it clipping and distorting. Limiters 
are often known as maximizers, however, some engineers or manufacturers may argue there 
are subtle differences. Nevertheless, the key concept is making your sound as loud as 
possible, so they are often found placed inline on the master fader, or at the mastering stage. 

There is a tendency in modern music production towards making your song as loud as 
possible. This process, along with possible corrective  EQing and maybe even the use of 
reverb or other FX usually takes place at the mastering stage. Mastering is the art of making a 
final mix sound the best it can, and a new session is usually created for giving the final 
touches to a bounce of your final mix. Mastering is a specialist discipline within music 
production; one that takes years of learning to reach a professional level.

You can use ReaComp as a limiter. Just keep the ratio high and limit the output. Try enabling 
the auto-make up too. You can also try writing limiter in the pluggins search box to find other 
bundled alternatives to ReaComp.

This is SU Inline Dynamics for compression/limiting and EQing. Its spectrum analyzers offer 
visual cues  for comparing the input and output signals. This is a free download from the 
website.

Gating 

Gating attenuates or silences the part of an audio signal that falls below a level determined by 
a threshold. The  attenuation can be shaped by fade in, fade out and the silence length 
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parameter's slider. In practice this can be used to eliminate background noise. Imagine a 
vocal performance with background noise. We put a gate on the  track and set the threshold 
to a level that is higher than the noise, but lower than the voice signal. Every time the vocalist 
stops singing, the gate closes and no sound passes. Once the gate detects the voice, it 
opens and sound can pass through. More creative uses of gating can be used  to shape 
percussive instrument tracks or cutoff the tail of a reverb. Here is one of REAPER's simple 
gates and it's probably a good one to start off with. Note that gate parameters can vary from 
module to module.  

Distortion

When an analog system such a a tape or  a valve is driven to its max, the signal becomes 
progressively more “square” in shape.  This effectively adds harmonics to the signal and 
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sounds great on guitar and other instruments. On a digital system if you turn up the levels till 
they are all in red (clipping) you are just adding noise. Many pluggins simulate distortion or 
overdrive and REAPER has a few that come bundled. FreeAmp is a free guitar processing 
VST by Fretted Synth Audio available here: http://rekkerd.org/fretted-synth/ 

Pitch shifting

Many FX change the pitch of the signal. Octavers for example use a copy of the signal and 
transpose it an octave up or down. Autotune can keep a vocalist's performance in perfect tune 
even if the artist hasn't quite hit all of the notes. REAPER's ReaPitch and ReaTune can be 
used to modify a sound's pitch.

Other FX

I have outlined some of the most common effects I can think of, although there are many 
other weird and wonderful ways to process your audio. It's  up to you to learn from further 
reading and experiment with different pluggins. Many of the top  VST developers issue demo 
versions of their software so you can try before you buy. Many more developers give their 
work away for free, and sometimes free pluggins can sound amazing. www.sonicuprising.com 
has a link page with plenty of pluggin websites so you can find just about anything you need.

Finally, I hope you have found this book useful, and that you have many good times 
making your own music. 
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Part 5 TEST

Final test. Answer the questions then check your answer in the unit.

1) How does reverb occur in nature? Give a brief explanation.

2) In nature, how do echo and reverb differ?

3) What FX or devices are traditionally used inline?

4) What FX or devices are traditionally used as send?

5) Name a time-based FX.

6) Name a dynamic processor.

7) What FX can help you deal with noise problems?

8) Explain what a near/far left/right, top/down approach to mixing is.

9) What does a red light on a track meter indicate?

10) What would you use to even out the level of a guitar performance?
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ASSIGNMENT 5

This assignment involves some online research  as some answer may not appear in this 
book.

1.  Go online and find out the names of some of the top VST produces. Make a list of 
products and prices. Include at least 5 items. Make a word doc or a text file and name 
it appropriately.

2.  Time to build you up your own pluggin collection. Go to a free pluggin website and 
download a few FX

3.  Find out what compressor side chaining is. Learn how and when to use it. Youtube is a 
good place to start for tutorials.

4. Produce a final track and make use of as many of the techniques in this book as you 
can. Include one instance of compressor side chaining. Save a copy of your REAPER 
file in a folder named “yourname”+assignment5 i.e. paulassignment5. You can add 
your list of commercial pluggins here. If you use any external pluggins, make sure you 
include a copy of their .dll or .exe in the folder.

5. Compress your session folder and mail it to mark@sonicuprising.com 

6. Keep making music!

7. Make a soundcloud account and upload your tracks and get linked up to your mates 
and other musicians. Keep in touch! 
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